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The Logo

The Minted logo is comprised of graphic elements and text. 
Minted logo symbol and word mark are both registered marks 
of Minted. The logo symbol, colors, type, and size ratio create 
a recognizable visual identity for Minted and should not be 
recreated and/or altered in any way. 

To ensure a consistent and accurate usage of the Minted logo 
artwork, always use approved reproduction files. Full-Color

Greyscale

Black and White

Inverted
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Clear-space

A minimum defined amount of clear-space between the 
Minted logo and other elements or page edges is needed in 
order to maintain logo impact and integrity. Additional clear-
space beyond the minimum required further increases logo 
impact. 

The image below illustrates the minimum  
required clear-space.
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File Formats and Usage

The chart below provides an easy-to-use guide for 
determining the best formats to use when developing  
images for specific media.

Download the Minted logo at  
Minted.com/marketing-assets/downloads.

Format When To Use Capabilities

EPS (vector file) Print; Signage Vector File. Can be infinitely scaled in 
size without reducing image quality.

JPEG Microsoft Word, 
PowerPoint, Excel

JPEGs can display millions of colors 
and therefore are better for images, 
such as photographs. 

PNG Microsoft 
PowerPoint; Web

PNG offers better compression than 
GIF. Reduces image file size without 
reducing image quality. Allows for 
virtually unlimited transparency. 

GIF Web GIF is better for images with less 
colors, particularly flat colors. GIFs are 
ideal for logos, drawings, and cartoons. 
GIF files can be animated.
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Typeface

While typography is often times considered a secondary 
element of an organization’s identity, it is actually a key 
contributor in maintaining corporate character, identity,  
and consistency. 

Typography standards should be consistently applied; 
the typography standard for Minted is Roboto Slab. The 
information outlines all uses for Roboto Slab typography  
as they relate to all Minted assets and communications. Headlines - Roboto Slab Bold 

 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvqxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVQXYZ

Subheads - Roboto Slab Regular 
 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvqxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVQXYZ

Body Copy - Roboto Slab Light 
 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvqxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVQXYZ
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Primary Colors

A variety of distinctive, primary colors support Minted 
identity and should be applied when creating Minted  
assets and communications. 

The list provides CMYK, RBG, and PMS details for each  
color. The exact color is dictated by Pantone PMS  
(Process Match System).

In all cases refer to this system for breakdowns and  
always match to drawdowns. Purchase orders to printers  
and vendors should specify that orders will not be paid if  
the color does not match the PMS color specifications.

*Typography should always be PANTONE Cool Grey 11 (or 
appropriate color conversion), unless otherwise specified. 

PANTONE Cool Grey 11

C 65 | M 57 | Y 52 | K 30

R 124 | G 124 | B 129

PANTONE 326

C 85 | M 2 | Y 4 | K 0

R 0 | G 169 | B 162

PANTONE 325

C 56 | M 0 | Y 25 | K 0

R 63 | G 191 | B 187

PANTONE 324

C 37 | M 0 | Y 16 | K 0

R 128 | G 215 | B 212
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Secondary Colors

A series of tints, as secondary colors is recommended  
when creating Minted assets and communications.

In all cases refer to this system for breakdowns and always 
match to drawdowns. Purchase orders to printers and 
vendors should specify that orders will not be paid if the  
color does not match the PMS color specifications.

PANTONE Cool Grey 11

60% Tint

PANTONE Cool Grey 11

40% Tint

PANTONE Cool Grey 11

20% Tint

PANTONE Cool Grey 11

10% Tint
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Business Card

In the era of social media and interconnectivity of people 
through smartphones, it is easy to think you are always 
connected or can easily reach others through the internet. 

Regardless of the all technology in everyday life, there is still 
a need for adding a personal touch, such as a business card,  
to your networking strategy.

Paper: 32pt Stock - Matte White

Size: 3.5″ x 2″

Bleed: 0.125″

Colors: *See Minted Primary Colors (p.7)

Front:
Minted Logo 
(2″ wide)

Minted URL 
Roboto Slab Bold - 11pt 
(0.125″  below logo)

Both elements grouped and centered

Back:
The Minted Name and Labels 
Roboto Slab Regular - 9pt/10pt

Address and Contact Info 
Roboto Slab Light - 9pt/10pt

0.1875″ margin on all sides

Download the Minted business card template at  
Minted.com/marketing-assets/downloads.

minted.com

Minted LLC. 
747 Front Street 2nd Floor
San Francisco,
California 94111

Phone: 415.528.2708 
Email: support@minted.com

Front

Back
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Letterhead

It’s the little things that make a difference to how your clients 
and customers feel about you, and that’s what Letterhead  
are for. 

Paper: 90lb/7.1pt Stock - Matte White

Size: 8.5″ x 11″

Margin: 0.5″

Colors: *See Minted Primary Colors (p.7) 
Minted Logo 
(2″ wide) 0.75″ from the top

The Minted Name and Labels 
Roboto Slab Regular - 10pt/12pt

Address and Contact Info 
Roboto Slab Light - 10pt/12pt

Right align address and contact information 0.5″ from  
the top of the page

0.5pt stroke in Pantone Cool Grey 11, 2.75″ long dividing  
the address and contact information

Typography:
Headline 
Roboto Slab Bold - 13pt

Sub-line 
Roboto Slab Regular - 11pt/14pt

Body Copy 
Roboto Slab Light - 11pt/14pt - Left Aligned 1.5″ from left/right

Download the Minted letterhead template at  
Minted.com/marketing-assets/downloads.

Minted LLC. 
747 Front Street 2nd Floor

San Francisco, California 94111

Phone: 415.528.2708 
Email: support@minted.com

Minted Introduces Letterpress Wedding Stationery

Minted, the e-commerce site and global community of independent 
designers, today launched a range of luxurious new printing options for 
its wedding customers. Minted’s unique, indie designs are now available 
letterpressed and also on a paper the company is calling “Museum Board”, an 
unbendable paper made from fusing three sheets of paper together.

“Minted is responding to couples asking us to deliver our indie-sourced 
design on new, luxurious paper and with expanded printing options,” said 
Minted Founder and CEO Mariam Naficy. “Minted’s Perfection Team won’t 
rest until we have helped each couple realize their unique wedding vision.”

New Letterpress Wedding Invitations: 

Couples may customize Minted’s community-sourced designs with 
extensive choices: 25 fonts, two thick 100% cotton paper options - 190 lb and 
120 lb - and up to three-color printing. All letterpress wedding invitation 
suites are expertly printed with a crisp, deep impression on vintage 
Heidelberg Windmill presses. Letterpress wedding invitations start at $4.85 
per invitation for a set of 100. Matching letterpressed invitation accessories, 
such as RSVP cards, reception and direction cards, and thank-you cards, 
start at $3.15 per card.

New Luxe Museum Board Paper: 

Luxe Museum Board is a luxurious, unbendable new paper option for 
Minted’s flat-printed designs. At a hefty 360 pounds and 54 caliper points, 
Luxe Musuem Board is three times as thick as Minted’s already luxe 
Signature Paper. All of Minted’s wedding designs, including optional two-
sided printing, are available today. Luxe Museum Board invitations start at 
$3.95 for 100.

Minted’s letterpress collection is now available at:  
www.minted.com/letterpress-wedding-invitations
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Envelope

Paper: 90lb/7.1pt Stock - Matte White

Size: 9.5″ x 4.125″

Colors: *See Minted Primary Colors (p.7)

The Minted Name 
Roboto Slab Regular - 10pt/12pt

Return Address 
Roboto Slab Light - 10pt/12pt

Company name and return address 0.5″ from the left and  
0.25 from the top

Logo element (dashed line) 1.5″ long, left aligned  
below return address

Download the Minted envelope template at  
Minted.com/marketing-assets/downloads.

Minted LLC. 
747 Front Street 2nd Floor
San Francisco, California 94111

Jane Doe 
677 Route 32 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516
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Datasheet Template

Paper: 90lb/7.1pt Stock - Matte White

Size: 8.5″ x 11″

Margin: 0.5″

Colors: *See Minted Primary Colors (p.7) 

Minted Logo 
(3″ wide) 0.5″ from the top

Typography:
Title 
Roboto Slab Bold - 20pt

Subtitle 
Roboto Slab Bold - 14pt

Bullets 
Roboto Slab Bold - 11pt

Body Copy 
Roboto Slab Light - 8pt/11pt - 10pt/13pt

Download the Minted datasheet template at Minted.com/
marketing-assets/downloads.

We love artists.
Minted connects the world’s best artists with consumers who appreciate 
great design. Welcome to our community, where your career will be 
supported and your creative vision brought to life in physical products.

We’re here to realize your vision.
When you win a competition on Minted, we will put your work into 
production and make and ship all products to consumers. You’ll receive 
a portion of every sale, and earn a Minted Store to sell designs using the 
Minted fulfillment platform.

 . Design Meritocracy
We are here to be enablers, not deciders. 
We enable the community itself to curate 
designs, as we want to be sure we are 

identifying the best artwork, with your help.

 . Artistic Integrity
We won't compromise your designs or curtail 
artistic expression. When we manufacture 
your artwork, we ensure that the integrity of 
your vision is preserved. We also choose the 
highest quality substrates and  

printing processes.

 . Growth & Support
We are here as advocates and supporters of 
artists, completely apart from the commercial 
aspect of Minted. We provide regular 
opportunities to talk to us, get feedback, and 
get your questions answered.

How it works.
 . Express Yourself

Our challenges are the place to let your 
creativity shine—you're free to push 
boundaries and create work that's uniquely 
you. Submit artwork and use Minted as a 

testing ground for new ideas.

 . Critique and Vote
Minted is an open, creative experience. 
You can request and receive valuable peer 
critiques. Anyone can comment and vote on 
the submissions, as well as watch  

events unfold.

 . Your Vision, Brought to Life
Winning designs are sold on Minted. Minted 
makes and ships all products. Artists receive 
a portion of every sale, and winners earn a 
Store where they can launch and sell designs 
using the Minted fulfillment platform.

Our Community Mission.
Minted supports the personal development, creativity, and careers of the 
best independent artists in the world. Who defines the "best?" We have 
built meritocracy to uncover exceptional creative talent as objectively as 
possible.We pride our selves on eliminating bias.

We are enablers, not deciders. We enable the community itself to curate 
designs, but we don't see ourselves as the sole arbiters of good taste. We 
won't adulterate designs, or curtail artistic expression. We ensure that 
the integrity of an artist's vision is preserved from beginning to end. We 
are here as advocates and supporters of artists completely apart from the 
commercial aspect of Minted.

Being part of the Minted community is not about the money. It is about 
personal development, the freedom to create what you want, the thrill of 
your vision being validated by peers and finding its ways into the hands of 
customers, and meeting others who can help you grow and thrive. It's about 
building your own brand and business. And finally, it's about helping your 
fellow artists. 

Join the community, visit Minted.com/participate
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PowerPoint Template

Download the Minted PowerPoint template at Minted.com/marketing-assets/downloads.

The Minted Design Challenge Welcome to where it all begins.
Every design or artwork for sale on Minted can trace its roots to here: the Minted 
Design Challenge. This is where creative visions are submitted, votes cast, and 
winners brought to life as products for sale in the Minted marketplace.

We’re here to realize 
your vision.
We base company decisions on providing 
the best designs in the world to consumers, 
breaking the mold of what is considered 
operationally or technically possible to 
liberate designers' creativity. We treat 
designers well, keep our promises to them, 
and build our company with them at 
the table.

Give your feedback to 
help artists improve 
their submissions.
Critique submissions and enjoy advice and 
feedback from our uniquely supportive 
creative community.

Title Slide

Content Slide

Section Slide

Submission Slide
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Trade Show Booth Concepts

Trade shows offer businesses the opportunity to reach  
new customers and build brand awareness. Your trade 
show display is the first thing existing and future customers 
see making it critical that your display is appealing and 
represents your company professionally. 

There are countless opportunities when it comes to  
designing and printing trade show displays.



Social Media Icon

Social media icons are some of the most commonly used 
icons, especially in blog design. 

Use the dimensions below as a guide OR download the icon in 
the desired size at Minted.com/marketing-assets/downloads.

Profile Picture Dimensions: 

Facebook - 180px x 180px

Twitter - 400px x 400px

LinkedIn - 400px x 400px

Google+ - 250px x 250px

Pintrest - 165px x 165px

Instagram - 110px x 110px

Tumblr - 128px x 128px

*Cover photo should reflect current imagery showcased on 
the Minted homepage. 
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Minted.com - Homepage

The homepage of your website is the most important page. 
When you look at the traffic statistics of pretty much any 
website, the homepage gets more traffic than any other page. 
Your homepage also has the best chance to rank high in the 
search engines since most people link to your homepage.

*This is only a proposed layout of the Minted homepage. 
Consistent updates to stay with current trends must be taken 
into consideration for the continued success of the website. 



Minted Merchandise

Creating brand merchandise is a great way to create new 
loyalties with your customers and enlist them to spread 
your name to new audiences. But you have to do it in a way 
that creates viral sensations, not just oversized promotional 
T-shirts that end up at the bottom of someone’s closet.

View the full Minted merchandise collection at  
Minted.com/merchandise.
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Signage

Creating beautiful signage to grab peoples attention can be a 
difficult task. Especially in the streets where there is so much 
other stuff that wants to get seen.

Signage can no longer be an afterthought. Businesses can 
no longer afford to just “hang up a shingle” or throw up some 
plywood with painted letters. In order to compete in today’s 
competitive marketplace, you must think of your sign as a 
sophisticated, powerful marketing tool. 

It should work for you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days 
a year, creating the first impression of your business, telling 
people who you are, where you are and what you offer.
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Packaging

Packaging is something we’re bombarded with on a daily 
basis. Creating an eye-catching packaging design that can 
be reproduced for years is a real challenge, especially with 
trends in industrial design now demanding biodegradable  
or renewable packaging.

Now more than ever, packaging design matters. These 
designs showcase the simplicity of the Minted brand.  
The minimal use of eco-friendly inks aids in the  
recycling process.
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